Words for Friendship
Blossom friends

fast or best friends

Fair weather friends

selfish friend

In dire need of help

having a great need of help

In no time

very quickly

Through thick and thin

be within any condition

At an arm’s length

very near

In the nick of time

just before something happen or occur

At stake

in danger

By dint of

because of

On a Rainy day

for difficult time

Words for Advertisements
At a glance

at first sight

By dint of

because of

Bring to light

Expose

Ins and outs

having knowledge of everything

In vogue

in fashion

Hallmark

a feature or quality that is typical of sb/sth

Limelight

to become famous

Fair and square

honestly and according to the rules:

In quest of

having the keen desire to know something

Words for Science
At stake

in danger

At home in

excel in

Apple of discord

reason of fight

Be all and end all

be everything for sth and somebody

By dint of

because of

By leaps and bounds

very rapidly

Bring to light

to expose

Child’s play

a simple work

Come to a standstill

to stop

To dashed to the ground

having no hope

First and foremost

most important

Ins and outs
To come off with flying
colours

having knowledge of everything

To mend fences with

to find a solution to a disagreement with sb

In the nick of time

at the last moment

With open arms

whole heartly

Round the corner

very near:

In quest of

having the keen desire to know something

Pros and cons

the advantages and disadvantages of sth:

to become successful

Words for Movies
At an arm’s length

very near

At stake

in danger

By dint of

because of

To get in to hot water

be in trouble

In the prime of

at the top of sth or in the youth

Dog tired

very tired

Music to the ears

news or information that you are very pleased to hear

Once in a blue moon

very rarely

Round the corner

very near

Pros and cons

the advantages and disadvantages of sth:

Out of pocket

having gained/lost money as a result of sth:

Words for Computer
At stake

hat can be won or lost, depending on the success of a particular action:

Be all and end all

be everything

By dint of

because of

Bring to light

to expose

Come to a standstill

a situation in which all activity or movement has stopped

First and foremost

most important

Ins and outs

having knowledge of everything

In vogue

in fashion

In the prime of
To come off with flying
colours

at the top of sth or in the youth

To miss the boat

miss the opportunity

Round the corner

very near

Affected life as a whole

to affect something completely

More complex and stressful
Accelerated the pace of
modern living
Hectic life due to our running
along even faster than the
computers
Computers have increased
productivity

very difficult

We are on a treadmill

to become successful

work or a way of life that is boring or tiring because it involves always
doing the same things:

Information in seconds
One risks getting swamped in
a flood of news

to get information in no time

Manageable size

possible to deal with or control

Words for T.V.
At an arm’s length

very near

At a glance

with only a quick look

At stake

that can be won or lost, depending on the success of a particular action

By dint of

because of

By leaps and bounds

very rapidly

Bring to light

to expose

Dog tired

feeling that you would like to sleep or rest

Round the corner

very near

At a loss

not knowing what to say or do:

Pros and cons

the advantages and disadvantages of sth:

On the wane

becoming smaller, less important or less common
to stop sth when it has just begun because you can see that problems will
come from it

Nip the evil in the bud

Cater to

to attract or interest sb very much
to provide the things that a particular type or person wants, especially things
that you do not approve

Insight

the ability to see and understand the truth about people or situations

Eradicate

to destroy or get rid of sth completely

Other side of the coin

opposite side of something

Vulnerable (more prone)

weak and easily hurt physically or emotionally

Troublesome

causing trouble

Negligent

failing to give sb/sth enough care or attention

Threat

statement in which you tell sb that you will punish or harm them

Fascinate

Detrimental
Accustomed

Harmful
familiar with sth and accepting it as normal or usual

Prevailing
Personalities
Eminent

existing or most common at a particular time

famous and respected, especially in a particular profession:

Not sitting Idle
Engage in social works

paid work that involves giving help and advice to people living in the
community who have financial or family problems

Attention
Scrutiny

careful and thorough examination:

Unavoidable

impossible to avoid or prevent:

Fascination

a very strong attraction, that makes sth very interesting:

Celebrities

a famous person:

Explore private life

to expose somebody personal life

Uncomfortable

not feeling physically relaxed, warm, etc:

Keep at an arm’s length

very near

By dint of

because of

at Stake

that can be won or lost, depending on the success of a particular action:

Curiosity

a strong desire to know about sth:

Entertainment/Malls
Keen

wanting to do sth or wanting sth to happen very much

Spa (health club)

health club

Pampering the customers

to take care of sb very well and make them feel as comfortable as
possible:

Heartening

to make sb feel encouraged and more hopeful

Lofty

very high and impressive:

Immense

extremely large or great

Grab an opportunity

to take or hold sb/sth

Elevators, escalators

a moving staircase that carries people between different floors of a large
building

Control, restrain, banish

to stop sb/sth from doing sth, especially by using physical force:

Ample

enough or more than enough:

Ameliorating

to make sth better:

Crowd, Mob

large crowd of people, especially one that may become violent or cause
trouble:

Mouthwatering

very attractive

Commendable

deserving praise and approval:

Conducive

making it easy, possible or likely for sth to happen:

At a glance

immediately; with only a quick look:

Be all and end all

when everything is considered:

By dint of

because of

Child’s play

easy task

First and foremost

very important

In the prime of

at the top of sth or in the youth

In vogue

in fashion

Cut and dried method

decided in a way that cannot be changed or argued about:

To make hay while the sun shines

to make good use of opportunities, good conditions, etc. while they last

Music to the ears

news or information that you are very pleased to hear

With open arms

if you welcome sb with open arms, you are extremely happy and
pleased to see them

Once in a blue moon

very rarely

Round the corner

very near

Spick and spam

neat and clean:

To feel on top of the world

very happy or proud

In quest of

long search for sth, especially for some quality such as happiness:

Pros and cons

the advantages and disadvantages of sth:

Out of pocket

having gained/lost money as a result of sth:

Education
Deprive

to prevent sb from having or doing sth, especially sth important:

Permeates (absorbs, pass through)

to spread to every part of an object or a place:

Ancient, primitive

belonging to a period of history that is thousands of years in the past:

Adhere to

(stick to)

Necessary, requisite, imperative

very important and needing immediate attention or action

Eefforts, endeavors, toil, burn the
midnight oil
Control, restrain, banish

to stop sb/sth from doing sth, especially by using physical force:

Abundant, ample

enough or more than enough:

Amend, ameliorate

to make sth better:

Succor, aid, support

help that you give to sb who is suffering or having problems:

Remuneration, emoluments

money paid to sb for work they have done, especially to sb who earns a
lot of money

Enthusiastic, keen

feeling or showing a lot of excitement and interest about sb/sth:

Paltry salaries

too small salary

At stake

that can be won or lost, depending on the success of a particular action:

Be all and end all

when everything is considered:

By dint of

because of

By leaps and bounds

very rapidly

Bring to light

to expose

Come to a standstill

a situation in which all activity or movement has stopped:

To be dashed to the ground

losing aall the hope

First and foremost

very important

Hand in hand

if two people are hand in hand, they are holding each other’s hand:

Hard nut to crack

impossible to make somebody understand

A red letter day

memorable day

To call a spade a spade

say exactly what you think without trying to hide your opinion

A tooth for a tooth and an eye for
an eye

used to say that you should punish sb by doing to them what they have
done to you or to sb else:

To make both ends meet

to earn just enough money to be able to buy the things you need:

To come off with flying colours

very well; with a very high mark/grade:

To mend fences with

to find a solution to a disagreement with sb

Pull up your socks

prepare oneself for something

Miss the boat

miss the opportunities

Pros and cons

advantages and disadvantages

In quest of

having the keen desire to know something

By and by

(after sometime)

Automobiles
primitive

belonging to a very simple society with no industry, etc:

by leaps and bonds

very rapidly

adhere to

to behave according to a particular law, rule, set of instructions, etc.

necessary, needful, requisite,
imperative

very important

efforts, endeavored, toil

to work very hard

elevating, mushrooming

to rapidly grow or increase in number:

restrain, control

to stop sb/sth from doing sth, especially by using physical force:

ameliorate, amend improve

to make sth better:

succor, aid

help that you give to sb who is suffering or having problems:

keen, enthusiastic

feeling or showing a lot of excitement and interest about sb/sth:

cater to

to provide the things that a particular type or person wants, especially
things that you do not approve of:

commendable

deserving praise and approval:

astound, astonish

to surprise sb very much:

conducive, comfortable

making it easy, possible or likely for sth to happen:

at stake

in danger

at cost

for only the amount of money that is needed to make or get sth, without
any profit being added on:

be all and end all

everything

by dint of

because of

first and foremost

very important

for a song

very cheaply; at a low price:

Food
palatable

(of food or drink) having a pleasant or acceptable taste:

deprive owe taste buds

one of the small cells on the tongue that allow you to recognize the
flavours of food and drink

permeates, absorbs, pass through

of a liquid, gas, etc.) to spread to every part of an object or a place:

necessary, needful

necessary

endeavors

an attempt to do sth, especially sth new or difficult:

grab, seize

o take sb/sth in your hand suddenly and using force

restrain, control

to stop sb/sth from doing sth, especially by using physical force:

ample

enough or more than enough

ameliorate, improve

to make sth better:

keen

wanting to do sth or wanting sth to happen very much

cater to

provide the things that a particular type or person wants, especially
things that you do not approve of:

commendable

deserving praise and approval:

conductive

to organize and/or do a particular activity:

hale and hearty

(especially of an old person) strong and healthy

at stake

in danger

at home in

in a person’s own house, flat/apartment, etc

be all and end all

be everything

by dint of

because of

to make both ends meet

to earn just enough money to be able to buy the things you need:

gone are the days

sed to suggest that a time in the past was happier or better than now

with open arms

if you welcome sb with open arms, you are extremely happy and
pleased to see them

out of pocket

having gained/lost money as a result of sth:

pros and cons

the advantages and disadvantages of sth:

Words for Vocabulary Words
Fascinate
Cater to

to destroy or get rid of sth completely
to provide the things that a particular type or person wants, especially
things that you do not approve of

Incompatible

two actions

Crying over the spilt milk

to repent

Do as Romans do

change with the surrounding

Gucial

very important

Implement

of make sth that has been officially decided start to happen or be used

Insight

he ability to see and understand the truth about people or situations:

Despondent

Hierarchy

to be disappointed
to put or catch sb/sth in a place or situation from which they cannot
escape:
especially in a society or an organization, in which people are
organized into different levels of

Prevailing

o exist or be very common at a particular time or in a particular place:

Fostering

encourage sth to develop:

Eradicate

to remove completely

Abide to the norms

obey the rules and idea
They were in open violation of the treaty. • gross violations of human
rights

Entrapped

Violation
Dealt

to give cards to each player in a game of cards:

Culprit

Criminal

Other side of the coin

opposite side of something

Reluctant

Unwilling

Vulnerable
Emergence

weak and easily hurt physically or emotionally:
the island’s emergence from the sea 3 000 years ago • the emergence of
new technologies / evidence

Vigilant

very careful to notice any signs of danger or trouble:

Wear and tear

damage to objects, furniture, property, etc. that is the result of normal use:

Harmonious

of relationships, etc.) friendly, peaceful and without any disagreement:

Contemplate

to think about whether you should do sth, or how you should do sth

Desirable

that you would like to have or do; worth having or doing

Personnel

he people who work for an organization or one of the armed forces:

Inadequate

not enough; not good enough:

Troublesome
Competing

causing trouble, pain, etc. over a long period of time
to try to be more successful or better than sb else who is trying to do the
same as you:

Friction

the action of one object or surface moving against another:

Presume

to suppose that sth is true, although you do not have actual proof

Instruct

of tell sb to do sth, especially in a formal or official way:

Deliberately

done in a way that was planned, not by chance

Tragic consequences
Negligent

sad results
ailing to give sb/sth enough care or attention, especially when this has
serious results:

Toxic

containing poison; poisonous:

Minimise

to reduce sth, especially sth bad, to the lowest possible level:

Location

place where sth happens or exists; the position of sth:

Isolated

separate sb/sth physically or socially from other people or things:

Involvement

he act of taking part in sth:

Corpses

a dead body, especially of a human being:

Necessarily

used to say that sth cannot be avoided:

Generate

to produce or create sth:

Vandals

a person who commits acts of vandalism
to damage the appearance of sth especially by drawing or writing on it:

Destroy, Deface
Substantial

large in amount or value; important

Attend

be present at an event:

Consequently

as a result;
used in the name of a business company that is made up of a number of
smaller companies:
he customs and beliefs, art, way of life and social organization of a
particular country or group:

Associated
Culture
Destruction
Unpredictable

Destroy
that cannot be predicted because it changes a lot or depends on too many
different things:

Violent

involving or caused by physical force that is intended to hurt or kill sb:

Liability

the state of being legally responsible for sth:

Cope

to deal successfully with sth difficult

Its midst

the middle part of sth:

Homicide

Reality

the crime of killing sb deliberately
statement in which you tell sb that you will punish or harm them,
especially if they do not do what you want:
he true situation and the problems that actually exist in life, in contrast to
how you would like life to be:

Instructive

giving a lot of useful information:

Deterioration

to become worse:

Apparent

easy to see or understand

Coherent

logical and well organized; easy to understand and clear:

Sustain

to provide enough of what sb/sth needs in order to live or exist:

Gross

Total

Profound

very great; felt or experienced very strongly:

Upsetting

to make sb/yourself feel unhappy, anxious or annoyed
item of news or a story about famous people that is published in only one
newspaper or magazine:

Threat

Exclusively
Fancied
Emergence

to want sth or want to do sth:
the island’s emergence from the sea 3 000 years ago • the emergence of
new technologies / evidence

Wear and tear

damage to objects, furniture, property, etc. that is the result of normal use:

harmonious

of relationships, etc.) friendly, peaceful and without any disagreement:

Incongruous ()

out of keeping, inappropriate

Verdict ()

decision reached by a fury after testing something

Elusive

difficult to find, define, or achieve:

Words for Technology
can be deadly
Contaminate whole areas of earth
More cautious
Crippling the peace & sometimes even more detrimental than anything else.
Long term effects are incalculable.
speedy and dramatic development.
Marvelous results
Value is beyond question
Makes it possible to explore the possibilities of life on other planets.
has made possible to communicate with anyone in a matter of seconds.
Shrunk the world.
Keep a check on unethical and illegal practices.
Phrases
At stake

in danger

Apple of discord

reason of war

By dint of

because of

By leaps and bounds

rapidly

First and foremost

most important

To go on a long way.
Put all eggs in one’s basket

to rely on one particular course of action for success rather than giving
yourself several different possibilities:

To mend fences with

to find a solution to a disagreement with sb

Round the corner.

very near:

For a song

very cheaply; at a low price:

Pros and cons

advantages and disadvantages

Nook and corner

very near

by and by (after sometime)

slowly

